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Provider Fact Sheet on Birth Sex and Gender Identity
This fact sheet is a companion document to the Transgender and Gender Diverse Veteran Health Care “Get the Facts” Birth
Sex and Gender Identity factsheet.1 Together, these two documents are intended to facilitate a conversation between
providers and Veterans regarding patient safety issues and documentation of birth sex and gender identity.
1. How are the terms ‘Birth Sex’ and ‘Gender Identity’
used in the medical record system?
The term 'birth sex' is used as the demographic identifier for
automated generation of clinical reminders, lab ranges, and
other values (e.g., pap smears and medication doses).
Although Veterans have the right to change their 'birth sex'
demographic field in their VA medical record, current medical
advice recommends that reported 'birth sex' in the medical
record match the sex listed on a Veteran's original birth
certificate.2,3 This document can assist the Veteran’s decisionmaking process by helping explain the impact of changing
the ‘birth sex’ field in the medical record.
The Gender Identity field is where the Veteran describes their
gender identity. Gender Identity is a separate field within the
medical record. Gender Identity does not need to be the same
as the Veteran’s sex assigned at birth. Since the Veteran’s
gender identity may differ from the birth sex, this
demographic field helps VA staff respect transgender and
gender diverse Veterans by using the appropriate pronouns
and terms to deliver personalized care.
2. How does Birth Sex relate to screenings and diagnostic
testing?
Within the VA system, clinical reminders for screenings,
ranges for lab results, and medication dosing are autocalculated based on birth sex. Birth sex functions as a proxy
for hormonal and developmental history and anatomy.
Approaches to care that vary by birth sex include but are not
limited to:
• Health Screens for breast cancer, cervical cancer, prostate
cancer, cardiovascular risk including cholesterol and
triglycerides, pregnancy testing, STI/HIV, alcohol use, and
obesity/overweight nomograms.
• Drug Dosing for chemotherapy dosing by body surface
area (BSA), antibiotics, and other medications affected by
creatinine clearance calculation.
• Diagnostic Testing for creatinine clearance, hemoglobin/
hematocrit, liver function tests, pulmonary function tests,
and DEXA scans.
Providers should always take an individualized approach to
Veteran medical care. Transgender patients have health
factors that uniquely influence health care. These factors
include existing anatomy (e.g., penis, testes, prostate,
breasts, vagina, cervix, uterus, ovaries), medical history,
and gender transition goals. Veterans should undergo
health screens that are consistent with their present
anatomy (e.g., patients with a cervix should have
recommended cervical cancer screenings; patients with a
prostate should have recommended prostate cancer
screenings). Their health screenings should be performed
even when the automatic clinical reminders do not appear.
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In situations in which the clinical implications of birth sex are
unclear, you should use your clinical judgment, available
resources (see resource list at end of document), and consult
with more experienced providers when clinically indicated,
such as the transgender and gender diverse e-consult
program.4 Research on relationships of sex and gender to
different domains of clinical care are available.5
3. What if Birth Sex is changed in the medical record?
Patients may be considering changing, or have previously
changed, the birth sex field in their medical record to be
consistent with their gender identity. It is important to have
a conversation with your patient about the potential clinical
and safety implications of this decision.
It is the Veteran’s right to have their birth sex listed in a way
that affirms their gender identity. However, it is also
important that Veterans make this decision with a full
understanding of the health and safety impact of this choice.
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In CPRS, Gender Identity is visible on the Patient Inquiry Sheet. Veterans can
have this information added by informing the clinic support staff. In Cerner,
Gender Identity is visible in Social History and the patient banner. Clinicians
can enter and edit this information in the record.

